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Motivation
Our motivation for this visualization resulted from a simple problem when viewing
election polling data. Often there are a few critical days or weeks for each of the candidates in
the campaign. Determining which days these are is very easy. Critical days for that candidate
are at the deep falls or high jumps in that candidate's line graph. Understanding why those days
were critical is a much harder question.
Our main research question is as follows, “What is the relationship between the news
and election results on any day during the election?” Our hypothesis to that research question
is, “A map with headlines will be able to show a positive correlation between election results and
the news.”
The visualization we developed will allow the user to instantly understand the state of the
election and newsworthy events on any day in the election. Our main audience is anyone who is
familiar with the USA election system and has experience using a web browser.

Previous Works
The main inspiration is http://www.realclearpolitics.com/. RealClearPolitics contains
polling results displayed in a line graph for the entire election. The site also features a large list
of news articles from a variety of sources for the current day. The while this site is great for
identifying critical days as seen in Figure 1, but there is no way to go back and see what the
news was like on those days. The polling results are also for an individual state or the entire
nation, however there is no electoral map to help the user visualize all the data in a singular
place.
Figure 1:
This is a line graph
of the GOP primary taken
from Realclearpolitics. Large
spikes or sudden changes in
slope can be easily identified
as critical days.

